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ABSTRACT

Fire math models, solved via computer, are approaching sufficient
generality to make performance fire codes practical. They are already
adequate to explore the nature of fire resulting from a wide range of con
ditions. This investigation has examined the effect on the fire in an
enclosure of the height of the fuel above the floor, the height of the
doorway, the fire against a wall or in a corner, the size of the horizontal
fuel slab, the total mass of fuel, the doorway width, the size of the
room (from 1/4 to 4 times), and the plume algorithm as predicted by the
newest fire code FIRSr12• The most important effect on the fire is the
occurrence of oxygen starvation, all other effects are relatively small,
Because of space limitations, only the base fire and the effects of fuel
height, doorway height, and the wall and corner are presented in some
detail here.

INTRODUCTION

There are two kinds of model, a physical model and a mathematical
(math) model. A physical model is the hardware used in a test. A math

model is a set of equations. A carefully performed test shows what really
happens in the particular case tested. A math model permits the calcula
tions of an approximation to what happens in a wide range of cases.

For fire safety engineering, models of both kinds have been used for
years (1-4). Most of this work was concerned with one component or
another of the complex fire process. These studies involved flame speedS,
diffusion flames 6, charing solids 7, plumes 8, layering9, vent flows 10,

radiative heat transfer!!, etc.

THE ENCLOSURE MATH MODEL

An enclosure math model is more than just tying together a series of
component models, with some overall conservation equations. It requires
extensive calculations of special cases to disclose forgotten or unexpected
interactions.

The latest fire math model in the U.S. is FIRST!2, now being issued
by the National Bureau of Standards. FIRST is an updated form of the
Harvard Computer Fire Code 5.3. The user must make two kinds of input.
Information about the particular enclosure in which his fire will occur,
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TABLE I

The Base Fire

Input default model for this study (all values, SI, 0 K)

Room dimensions [x, y, ~) 2.<438 3.658 2.488
Initial temperature 300.0
Photoelectric smoke detector Absorption coeft' .OSSO

Location below ceiling .0200

Vent#1
Width, Height, Depth

ceiling to Bofit .762 2.032 ,.(06
Forced vent flow No

Object #1
It is flaming A growing fire Away from walls
Center coordinate (x,y,z) .8400 2.818 .6100
Thickneaa
Density
Initial mails
Initial fire radius
Object radius
Maximum radius (include area of sides)
Specific heat
Thermal conductivity
Emi8sivity
Chi (fraction of heat released)
Heat of combustion
Heat of vaporization
Ignition temperature
Air/Fuel mass ratio
Stoichiometric mass ratio
FOO. (00. mae./fuel mae.)
FOO (00 mae./fuel mase]
FS (Smoke mass/fuel mass)
FH.O (H.O mae./fuel meee]
FHe (total unburned hydrocarbonsl

fuel meee]
Flame cone angle
Fire spread rate parameter
Burnout parameter (see)

.100
48.000
6.862
.037
.860
.968
1900.0
.064
.980
.660
28.7 x10 8

2.064 x10·
727.0
14.46
9.86
1.604
013
.241
.713

.002
SO.OM
1.660 M
so.ooo sr

Wall
Thickness
Density
Specific heat
Thermal conductivity

Physical Constants
External ambient temperature
Specific heat of air
Air heat transfer coefficient
Hot layer heat transfer coefficient 

minimum (rises linearly
maximum in time)

Plume entrainment coefficient
Vent flow coefficient

Miscellaneous
Heating object conduction

eurfece temperature

Gu absorption coefficient
Plume formula
TTY output interval
File output interval
Fire burning time
Maximum time step
Minimum time step
Tolerance
Iteration limit (by Geuee-Seidel

before halving time step)

.026
800.0
1062.0
.134

300.0
1004.0
10.0M

6.ooM
60.00 M
.1ooM
.680M

ID Differential
equation M
By smoke M
Area plume M
20.0 sec
10.0 sec
600.0 Bee
2.00 eec
.00098 Bee
10-4

140

The M indicates choices that should be determined by the relevant physical laws but because of our limited
knowledge are left adjustable by the user. A change of one or more of these items changes the model while
a change of an unmarked item changes the problem to be solved.

and certain adjustable physical constants. Nature has but one set of
physical laws and no adjustable constants. When our knowledge of fire
reaches maturity all adjustable constants will be chosen by the computer
through the direct use of the relevant physical laws or completely vali
dated empirical data. Each time a user changes a vent flow coefficient,
or plume entrainment coefficient, or burnout time, the user is changing
the model.

It is important that a user, especially now in the period of rapid
development, know what his model does and does not do. Because of the
complexity of fire interactions, there is no way to make clear what FIRST
does and does not do in a paper of limited length. The best I can do is
refer the reader to suitable references 1 3 , 14 .

One of the important uses of a comprehensive fire math model is to
permit the exploration of the changes that result in a fire from changes
of the fuel and its environment. This feature will be illustrated in the
remainder of this paper.

THE BASE FIRE

Table 1 lists the 52 items of input data used as the base fire in
this study of fire effects. (The remaining seven input items describe
aspects of the numerical solution process to be used.) In particular the
enclosure is 2.438, 3.658, 2.438m (8,12,8 ft). The vent is a door 0.762,
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FIGURE 1. Base fire time variation
of fuel mass, fire radius, and hot
cold layer interface location above
the floor.

FIGURE 2. Base fire time variation
of hot layer temperature, inside
upper wall temperature, and the cold
layer temperature

2.032m (30, 80 in). The fuel is a polyurethane mattress 0.61m (2ft) from
the floor.

The fire information, output each chosen interval, contains 50 values
of masses, energies, fire radius, layer temperature and depth, layer com
position, vent flows, lower layer properties, heat fluxes, wall surface
temperature, etc. To present figures or tables of all this information
would require more than the permitted paper length. Instead, I show only
a few of the more interesting properties of the fire as condensed as
possible in Figures 1-5.

The burning rate constant given in Table 1 was obtained by burning a
fuel sample in a very large enclosure which had no room energy feedback
effect and then interpreting this ret) data as a function of the computed
feedback energy q" (t) from an assumed conical 30 0 apex angle cone.

A better way when possible is to burn the given fuel in an otherwise
empty nonflammable enclosure. Then adjust the maximum radius, fuel height,
and burning rate constant of FIRST to fit the measured m(t), and E(t) data.
In this way the flat, round fuel of FIRST can serve well as simulating
various irregular fuel complexes.

Since the fire grows at a rate proportional to the feedback energy,
it starts from a small size (but not zero) at a slow rate and increases
approximately exponentially as is evident in all the figures. However,
the fire radius and mass loss are most important. As seen in Fig. 1, the
radius increase slows down as the maximum radius is reached. This removes
the sudden disappearance of radius growth that would otherwise appear. In
this base fire, however, the phenomenon of oxygen starvation occurs at
about the same time. The asterisk (*) indicates the time at which insuf
ficient oxygen is entrained by the plume to burn all the pyrolysis fuel
gases. This occurs when the hot layer is still 0.38m above the fuel
surface. In this base fire, the fuel mass is decreasing rapidly and these
two effects cause the burning rate to peak (at 1.66 MW) as seen in Fig. 3.
The result, Fig. 1, is a rise of the hot-cold layer interface and shortly
thereafter an adequate oxygen supply to burn all the fuel gases indicated
(0) •

At about this same time, the 20 sec burnout process begins and further
cuts back the burning rate. The interaction of all these effects cause
the burnout period variation of the layer depth, Fig. 1, the flame heat
flux to the fuel, Fig. 3, and the vent flows of Fig. 4. Since the results
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FIGURE 3. Base fire time variation
of burning rate in MW, the heat flux
flame to fuel, the heat flux layer to
fuel, and the heat flux upper wall
and ceiling to fuel; all in KW.

FIGURE 4. Base fire time variation
of in and out vent flows, fuel
pyrolysis rate, and hot to cold layer
mixing rate at the vent.

during this period are significantly influenced by the arbitrary burnout
assumption, future research is needed to replace these arbitrary assump
tions by better approximation of the real fire physics.

In Fig. 2, we see that the hot layer reaches 950
0

K, about right for
a model that does not burn the layer fuels. The cold layer, some 10 seconds
later, reaches the maximum of 6500 K. This occurs through vent mixing of
hot layer gas into the cold layer. The cold layer is thus heated but also
contaminated with smoke which then further heats the cold layer by direct
absorption of radiation. The additional heating process by radiative heat
transfer to the floor and lower walls with subsequent convective heat
transfer to the cold layer should be Lnc Ludod but has not yet been intro
duced into FIRST.

In Fig. 3 we see the heat fluxes to the fuel which provide the feed
back energy. When the fuel vapors are burned the heat release rate is
given by the burning rate curve. Note the scale differences. The pyro
lyzing fluxes are in kilowatts while the burning rate is in megawatts--a
scale 1000 times larger. Note that for this base fire the heat flux from
its own flames dominates the feedback energy to the fuel. The hot layer
is next in importance while the hot upper wall is insignificant. The fact
that the hot walls are only 95 0 cooler than the hot layer makes their
insignificant feedback energy suspiciously low. It is correct, however,
both because of the fourth power of temperature in the radiant heat trans
fer and the fact that the wall radiation passes through the smokey hot
layer which absorbs a substantia! amount of the wall radiated energy. The
fact that the flame radiation remains high some 60 seconds after the burn
ing rate drops sharply is a defect in FIRST, was discovered by this work,
and was caused by the Burnout Parameter. It will be corrected in the next
version of FIRST.

The vent flow rates of Fig. 4 result from the interaction of a number
of effects. For the first 53.89 seconds there is flow out over the entire
vent. This is caused by the gas expansion caused by the heat liberated
by the fire, and the fact that the hot layer has not yet reached the door
soffit. The layer reaches the soffit in 46.46 seconds but does not
immediately remove enough air to accommodate the fire gas expansion.
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FIGURE 5. Base fire time variation of layer composition in 02' C02' H20,
"HC," CO, smoke.

After this initial period, the gas outflow has to remove the mass
inflow plus the pyrolyzed fuel. At 260 seconds, the inflow 0.556 kg/sec
plus the pyrolyzed fuel 0.018 is 0.574 kg/sec which is 0.102 kg/sec short
of the 0.676 kg/sec outflow. This additional mass flow arises from the
fact that the hot layer is getting deeper at the rate of 0.0032 m/sec but
more importantly its temperature is rising at the rate of 4.560 K/sec.
Thus the increase of hot layer gas has less mass than the corresponding
volume of cold air but also the expansion of the hot layer gas by the
increase of temperature requires further gas outflow. The sudden increase
of inflow which occurs at 324.5 seconds results from the rapid rise in the
hot-cold interface. However, as a comparison of the layer height in
Fig. 1 and the inflow rate in Fig. 4 at 360 seconds shows, the inflow con
tinues to increase even though the hot-cold interface is no longer rising.
The reason is that the fuel is nearly gone, the burning rate is falling
rapidly, 20 kw/sec, and as a result the hot layer temperature is falling
6.60 K/second.

On examining Fig. 5, one is struck by the similarity of all the
composition curves including the oxygen deficiency. The reason is clear
since each compound is produced at a rate proportional to the fuel gas
produced. This is not very accurate for a real fire but is the best that
can be done with present empirical chemical knowledge.

What Happens as the Problem Changes?

Since there are 52 user set input variables defining the problem to be
solved by FIRST, and there are--on average--five significant values of each
variable, there are some 1.1 x 10 37 fires that may arise with FIRST with
one object and one vent. With three Objects and two vents a much larger
number of fires are possible. Needless to say the 90 cases actually studied
before this manuscript was due covers little of the actual potential of
this fire computer program. Only a few of the interesting questions which
have been examined are described in the remainder of this paper because of
length limitations. In each case a set of time dependent curves comparable
to Figs. 1 through 5 could be presented. This is clearly impractical.
Therefore only the maximum of various variables are presented.

Effect of Height of Fuel Above the Floor

As the fuel is raised, the plume is shortened, the entrained air is
altered, and the layer properties and hence all resultant fire properties
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FIGURE 6. The effect of height of
the fuel surface above the floor
on the time of the s tart and cessa
tion of 02 starvation, maximum
layer temperature, maximum burning
rate, and minimum layer height.

FIGURE 7. The effect of height of the
fuel surface above the floor on the
time the fire radius has grown to
encompass the fuel, the maximum in
and out vent flows, the maximum layer
C02%, the maximum layer unburned
"hydrocarbons."

are changed. When on the floor, the base fire object properties, pri
marily its mass and diameter, do not give rise to oxygen starvation. So
long as no starvation exists, the layer temperature rises, from 9400 K with
the fuel on the floor to 980 0 K with the fuel at 0.42 meters above the
floor. For higher fuel surfaces the temperature falls as shown in Fig. 6
since there is decreasing 02 available.

The limit case of fuel at the height of the vent soffit, in ~~is case
2.032m above the floor, the fire grows as long as the layer has not fallen
to the soffit during which time its temperature reaches 3500 K and then
gradually falls. The fire may actually extinguish.

The most important effect of the fuel height is the occurrence of
oxygen starvation. At oxygen starvation the burning rate falls and the
further fall of the hot-cold interface is checked. The time at which 02
starvation (*) and its cessation (0) occurs as affected by the fuel height
are shown in Fig. 6. The maximum burning rate falls almost linearly with
a rise of fuel surface so long as it is 02 starved.

The height of the fuel has a major effect on the vent flows, the rate
at which the fire radius grows, and the hot layer composition as shown in
Fig. 7. After the advent of oxygen starvation, both the inflow and out
flow fall as the fuel surface rises, becoming zero when the fuel surface
reaches the door soffit. Since the fire burns slower and slower as the
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FIGURE 8. The effect of the height
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FIGURE 9. The effect of the height of
the door on the time the fire radius
has grown to encompass the fuel, the
maximum in and out flow through the
vent, and the maximum layer C02% and
unburned "hydrocarbons."

fuel rises, it takes longer and longer for the fire to grow to the fuel
radius.

The composition .in all components proportional to the burning rate
remain nearly constant like the C02 of Fig. 7. On the other hand the
unburned "hydrocarbons" rise sharply because less and less of the pyro
lyzed fuel gases are burned.

Effect of Doorway Height

A series of five runs were made with a vent of width a.762m and
heights ranging from 0.01 to full room height 2.438m. Again the most
important effect is the control of the hot layer depth since this in turn
regulates the occurrence of oxygen starvation.

Figure 8 shows that so long as there is limited oxygen, the burning
rate increases with doorway height. This occurs because the increased air
entrainment in the higher plume burns the fuel vapors more completely
resulting in a higher layer and hence higher radiation to the fuel. However,
as soon as the layer is so high that oxygen starvation no longer occurs,
the additional entrained air cools the hot layer which in turn decreases
the feedback energy to the fuel.

We note in Fig. 8 that oxygen starvation occurs later and at a higher
layer interface for a higher doorway in spite of the fact that the fuel is
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TABLE 2

Percent change in maxima of various fire properties
as the fuel is moved to a wall or to a corner

Burning rate
Doorway inflow
Doorway outflow
Layer temperature
Layer interface above floor
Time of oxygen starvation
Cease oxygen starvation
Time of fire starvation
C02 concentration
HC concentration

At Wall

- 8.5
- 9.2
- 8.6

6.7
- 3.3
- 3.2

o
o

1.4%
16.0%

In Corner

- 15.2
- 34.6
- 16.3

6.3
6.3
5.1
o
o

1.8%
18.0%

at a fixed height of 0.61m. This occurs because the higher vent gives a
higher hot layer temperature, hence a higher fuel pyrolysis rate which in
turn requires more oxygen for combusion.

Note that the cessation of 02 starvation occurs later and later as
the hot layer approaches the level of the fuel. For doorways lower than
the fuel, the 02 starvation frequently ceases and occurs in rapid succes
sion as indicated at 360 second+ at a door height of 0.2m.

It has been suggested ·that a fire control measure would be a smoke
detector operated automatic opening of the transom to the ceiling of a
fire enclosure in order to let the hot layer out. This, it is alleged,
will decrease the enclosure internal radiation transfers and slow the fire
growth. In fact, as Fig. 8 shows the hot layer temperature falls by 8%,
the pyrolysis rate falls by at most 12.8% from their maximum values (from
the normal doorway height it falls not at all because of plentiful air
supply), and the hot layer interface rises only 10 em. This suggestion is
a bad idea.

The results shown in Fig. 9 are as expected; namely, a high doorway
permits higher vent mass flow rates and the high burning rates cause the
fire to engulf the entire fuel surface more quickly. The effect on the
hot layer composition is significant on both ends. For the doorway open
to the ceiling, i.e., above the 02 starvation level, all product gases as
well as unburned "hydrocarbons" fall. In fact, for a 1 em leak at the
floor, the fuel burns initially as in all other cases but because the vent
is so small there is outflow only. Therefore the hot layer falls to the
surface of the fuel and no oxygen is entrained to burn the pyrolizate. In
fact, when the hot layer comes within 5 em of the fuel surface, the burning
rate is so low that the hot layer begins to slowly cool. Its contraction
reverses the flow through the vent which changes from slow outflow to slow
inflow. This run emphasizes one of the weaknesses of FIRST. There should
be burning in the hot layer since in this case it still contains 21% oxygen.
The C02 and "HC" compositions for door heights less than the fuel height
are shown dashed because the fire burns so slowly that the composition
was still changing after 10 or 15 minutes of fire time.

The Effect of the Wall and the Corner

In FIRST, the user has the option of burning the fuel away from the
enclosure walls, at the walls, or in a corner. This is accomplished in
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the simple approximate way of supposing that at the wall the fuel has
twice the actual area and mass but that only half of it is in the room.
The corner similarly has four times the area and mass but only 1/4 is in
the room. Since these approximate algorithms are independent of the
actual fuel location, it does not actually have to be at the wall or in a
corner. However, if there is any other fuel present to be heated to
ignition, it would be important to put the burning object at the wall or
in the corner so that the correct radiative view factors would be used by
the computer.

Table 2 shows the effect of the fuel location on the maximum values
of various physical quantities. The largest effect is on the vent flows,
the burning rate, and the unburned "hydrocarbons." Because of the walls,
the plume entrainment is decreased so that the vent flows are decreased
and the layer temperature is increased. 02 starvation occurs sooner so
tha t there is an increase of unburned "hydrocarbons." At the present
time, FIRST does not have a ceiling jet nor does it compute the flames
over the ceiling nor along the side walls. Even without these effects
the interactions are too complex to make easy qualitative judgments
possible. That the computed changes are of the right kind is indicated by
the data in a recent paper. I S

CONCLUSION

The fire in an enclosure is computable for a wide range of conditions.
The present math model, FIRST, is already adequa·te for use in satisfying a
performance fire code for those phenomena it includes. However, it still
needs fuel pyrolysis prior to ignition, a wall fire, ceiling pyrolysis,
plume burning in the hot layer, a nonsteady ceiling jet, and a hot layer
burnout before a performance code could be satisfactorily complied with.
The present math model is adequate to study many fire problems as illus
trated by the few cases presented here. Many more cases have been examined
but are too lengthy for the present paper.
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List of Symbols

E energy release rate
m fuel mass
gil heat flux to the fuel
r fire radius
t time
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